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IPI Achieves UL Safety Approval on Select Acrylic Sheet 
(PMMA) Product Lines 
ADA Sign Making, Laser Tuff, Laser TuffTex, .005” Advantage: The Exterior Series and Crystals 
product lines are now UL Approved. 
 
IPI is pleased to announce that our acrylic (Polymethyl Methacrylate or PMMA) sheet products, 
including all colors in our ADA Sign Making, Laser Tuff, Laser TuffTex, .005” Advantage: 
Exterior and Crystals, recently received Underwriters Laboratories (UL) safety certification in 
the United States and Canada. 
 
UL is a global independent safety science company with over a century of experience in 
strategically developing standards to measure and validate businesses’ safety, performance, 
environmental health and sustainability within a wide variety of industries. UL certification 
means that IPI is continuing its commitment to safety, product performance and quality for 
customers through compliance to UL’s strict safety standards and adherence to an extensive 
certification process. 
 
IPI’s select acrylic (PMMA) product lines have passed UL’s strict flammability testing under the 
UL94 standard and horizontal burning (HB) flame rating. UL94 certifies that a plastic material is 
approved for use in parts for devices and appliances based on flammability testing, while HB 
approval indicates that a product performs within UL’s specified burn rate maximum in a 
horizontal position. 
 
The following symbol affirms that a particular product or component is officially recognized as 
being UL certified: 

 

More information on UL certification can be found at UL’s family of databases at iq.ul.com. 
Should you have any questions, please contact Amber Walker at amber@inoplas.com. 
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